
Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Very early on Thursday, the area of low pressure is forecast to strengthen over the Southeastern US. As the low strengthens, 
the front is forecast to push to the east with winds becoming westerly to northwesterly. Throughout the day, winds are 
forecast to steadily increase on Thursday with winds reaching between 35 to 40 knots sustained by evening and wind gusts of 
greater than 50 knots. Seas are forecast to build rapidly with significant wave heights reaching between 16 to 22 feet within
the deep waters. The increased northwesterlies are forecast to continue to prevail throughout the GOM into Friday as the low 
begins to lift to the northeast away from the region by Friday evening. Finally, into the weekend, high pressure is forecast to 
develop in the wake of gale force conditions with moderate winds and seas returning.
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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure is forecast to the north of the Gulf of Mexico today with gentle to moderate easterlies to east-southeasterlies 
prevailing over the region. By this evening, an area of low pressure is expected to begin to organize along the Texas coast, 
with winds turning to the southeast over the western GOM. Throughout the day on Wednesday, this area of low pressure is 
forecast to develop while tracking to the northeast and east-northeast along the coast. To the east of the low, moderate to 
fresh southeasterlies are forecast to the southeast of Louisiana and east of the Delta with winds veering to the west in the 
western GOM and along the Texas coast. Additionally, strong thunderstorms will be possible Wednesday. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas
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This Evening’s Winds and Seas
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